table S3. Test of temporal changes in allele frequencies between the four time bins. White columns show allele frequencies (absolute numbers in parentheses) for each time bin; grey columns show p-values of the test for changes between time bins (red = strongly significant; orange = near significant). The second row provides average ages of samples in corresponding time bin (white columns)/the number of generations between average ages (grey columns). 
fig. S2. The three simulation approaches concur regarding a low initial Y-HT-1 frequency.
Median and 95% HDR (in grey) of the time trajectories of frequencies for Y-HT-1, inferred by S-MCMC, ABC and PAM. Unlike S-MCMC and PAM, ABC yielded trajectories that tended to rise more suddenly and get fixed because the Euclidean distances, which ABC relies on, are only marginally affected by simulations in which an extinct haplotype is sampled. In contrast, S-MCMC and PAM, which rely on probability, cannot yield in fixed haplotypes at times when other ones are sampled because it cancels probability. Therefore, with S-MCMC and PAM, Y-HT-1 never gets fixed because of a late observation of a Y-HT-2 haplotype. 
